PROJECT SUMMARY:
To replace the current tablet inscribed with the names of 48 soldiers that made the
ultimate sacrifice with one that will list 49 names. The new tablet will add the name of
Private George W. Dugan, 54th Mass. Vols. Additionally, the granite monument is in dire
need of preservation and conservation. To prevent additional deterioration and to honor
the men who gave their lives, the monument needs to be preserved and conserved as
part of replacing the tablet.
MAP:

PROJECT NARRATIVE:
The focal point of Monument Square is a 49 ½ foot tall granite obelisk, Concord’s Civil
War Soldiers’ Monument. On March 19, 1866, a 25-person committee was appointed by
the Town to “erect a monument to the Men belonging to Concord who have died in the
service of their country in the war for suppressing the rebellion.” The Town gave the
committee complete control over the project.
Regarding the design and construction of the Soldiers’ Monument, Hammatt Billings
designed the granite obelisk. Billings was a sculptor, architect, and illustrator. He

illustrated the first edition of Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin and Louisa
May Alcott’s Little Women Part II.
In January 1867, a significant snowstorm created drifts on the Milldam ten feet high.
The deep snow, aside from disrupting business, was beneficial for the contractors of the
monument. As the snow had not entirely melted by March, it was easier for the workers
to assemble all the granite for the memorial in the square. The contractors tasked with
constructing the Soldiers’ Monument were Abijah and Thomas Hollis of Concord, NH.
Abijah Hollis was a Civil War veteran. In 1864, while home on a medical furlough, he
married Harriette van Mater French, the sister of sculptor Daniel Chester French.
Henry L. Hooper & Co. of Boston created the original castings of the two tablets on the
obelisk. Finally, placed in the foundation of the Soldiers’ Monument is a stone taken
from the abutment of the Old North Bridge. This tangible object visually links April 19,
1775, when the shot heard round the world happened, with April 19, 1861, the date the
first Concord men marched off to join in the fight of what would be known as the Civil
War.
Therefore, it was only appropriate that the original committee would dedicate the
Soldiers’ Monument on April 19, 1867. Inscribed on one tablet were the names of 32
men that made the ultimate sacrifice. However, in 1882 and 1915, the Town replaced
the inscribed plaque to add names that previous committees had overlooked. The 1915
committee did consider adding a second plaque with the new names but decided to
replace the tablet. Therefore, replacing the current tablet with a new one was a
precedent set by previous committees.
In 2021 and 2022, the Civil War Monument Task Force (CWMTF) researched Private
Dugan to see if he met the criteria outlined in APP #26, Guidelines for Placement of
Names on War Memorials. He did. But, what allowed the CWMTF to propose adding
the name of Private Dugan today is that in 1932, the Adjutant Generals office in the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts changed his status from “missing July 18, 1863, after

assault on Fort Wagner, SC” to “supposed killed.” Before 1932, Private Dugan was
ineligible to be added to the plaque as his official designation was missing. As stated
earlier, according to the original committee, the purpose of this cenotaph was to
remember men “who have died.” This was impossible for previous committees to do
before 1932, as the army did not assign a date of death to Private Dugan.
A bronze tablet currently lists the names of 48 beloved husbands, fathers, brothers, and
sons honored for their ultimate sacrifice. The Town of Concord Select Board approved
the proposal by the CWMTF to add the name of Private George W. Dugan to the plaque
at its May 2022 meeting. An additional part of the charge was to research “the care and
preservation of the Memorial.” Therefore, in addition to having a new tablet created and
installed, the CWMTF believed it was time for the monument to be preserved and
conserved, and the Select Board agreed.
The obelisk has endured New England winters in Monument Square for 155 years. The
joints were repointed in 1965. Alas, there has been no other preservation or
conservation. Today, we need to address more than a century of staining and soiling
from biologicals, carbon, and minerals on the obelisk. Additionally, several small cracks
were observed on the outer bottom blocks on the die section of the north face. Metal
pins, used at one time to hold laurel, need to be removed. Stains from the pins need to
be addressed as well. The bronze plaques show signs of decay, which is typical after
spending 155 years outside in New England with atmospheric pollution. Finally, the
original bronze tablet on the west side needs to have corrosion addressed.
Funding will permit us to contract with vendors to create a new tablet, replace the old
one with the new one, and preserve and conserve the entire monument. The chosen
contractor would conform to the standards set out in The Secretary of the Interior’s
Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties and Guidelines for the Treatment of
Cultural Landscapes.

The contractor will clean the stone of all accretions and stains, remove fasteners,
stabilize and fill cracks and fissures, remove mortar from joints, and repoint joints where
needed with an appropriate mortar. Additionally, the original bronze plaque will be
cleaned and preserved. The contractor will remove the east side tablet and install the
new plaque into the existing niche. Finally, the contractor will treat the new bronze
tablet, so it matches the original in tone and surface sheen to complete the project.
A foundry chosen via Request for Proposals will create a new tablet for the east side
and deliver it to Concord, MA.
4. CPC’S SELECTION CRITERIA AND NEEDS ASSESSMENT
The proposed Civil War Soldiers’ Monument Preservation & Conservation meets current
Community Preservation criteria under the category of Historic Resources. The
Soldiers’ Monument is a memorial that is significant in the history and culture of the
Town of Concord. The proposed project means to protect the cenotaph from injury,
harm or destruction, not maintenance. Additionally, the application supports the goals of
Envision Concord – Bridge to 2030, the town’s long-range plan adopted in 2018, which
encourages education and preservation of Concord’s historic and cultural resources.
DETAILED PROJECT BUDGET:
Creation & Delivery of new bronze inscription tablet by a foundry
Preservation & Conservation of Civil War Soldiers’ Monument including

$35,000
$130,000

treatment of the stone, the original bronze tablet on the west side of the
obelisk, removal of inscription tablet on the east side, installation of new
inscription tablet, and treatment so it matches the original plaque
Total Budget:

$165,000

*Note – the one quote we received for the new bronze tablet was only good for four
weeks. The price of metal is volatile, and, like all things post-pandemic, the price
increases the longer we wait.

STATEMENT OF SUSTAINABILITY:
This project entails more than routine care and maintenance; however, once the
cenotaph is restored, future maintenance is anticipated to be an occasional cleaning
every few years to prevent biological growth. Importantly, this monument is a teaching
tool that will be even more important to our cultural heritage once the preservation and
conservation is completed with the new tablet that adds the name of Private George W.
Dugan, 54th Mass. Vols.
TIMELINE:
Once funding has been confirmed, the CWMTF will select a firm to preserve and
conserve the Soldiers’ Monument based on Request for Quotes and a foundry to cast
the new tablet based on Request for Proposals. The time frame of the project will not be
known until a firm is chosen and we know how far out they are scheduling.
INDEPENDENT ASSESSMENT:
Daedalus, Conservators of Sculpture, Monuments, Architectural Ornament, Decorative
Arts, and Antiquities visited Concord to supply the Civil War Monument Task Force with
an assessment report that can be used as part of the Town’s RFP.

Concord (Ma) Civil War Memorial/ 1867
Condition Assessment & Treatment Tasks
Materials: Granite & Bronze
Dimensions: ~50’ high/ 10’ x 10’ footprint
Known Treatment History
(From Brief History of Concord’s Civil War Memorial compiled by the Monument Task Force)
The dedication plaque was removed and recast in 1881 & 1916
The stone was re-pointed in 1965 (no record type of mortar or locations)
Overview

From:

PHOTOGRAPHS:

1867 Photograph of the Soldiers’ Monument
From the Report of the Monument Committee.
Courtesy of William Munroe Special
Collections, Concord Free Public Library

Approximately 1875 - Photo of the Soldiers’
Monument with Fencing
From the Report of the Monument Committee.
Courtesy of William Munroe Special
Collections, Concord Free Public Library

1926-ish Photo of Soldiers’ Monument

2022 Soldiers’ Monument

Courtesy of William Munroe Special

Photo by Beth van Duzer

Collections, Concord Free Public Library

Tablet to be replaced – Photo by Beth van Duzer

Close up top of monument – damage on corner that looks like it was repaired once and
one of the pins – Photo by Beth van Duzer

Base of monument with biological damage and the western tablet –
Photo by Beth van Duzer

Letters of Support
A letter of support is being requested from the Public Works Commission and will follow
separately.

October 13, 2022
Concord Community Preservation Committee
141 Keyes Road
Concord, MA 01742
Dear Committee Members:
I am writing to you as the author of Black Walden: Slavery and Its Aftermath in Concord,
Massachusetts and as someone born and raised in Concord’s neighboring town of Lincoln,
Massachusetts.
Residents of and visitors to Concord can easily learn about the two revolutions sparked on what
the nation now recognizes as hallowed ground: first the American revolution and then a
revolution in American letters. There are countless informative and deeply meaningful markers,
monuments, signs, preserved sites, and tours regarding these two pivotal events in the nation’s
history. Just as importantly, the town has enacted various laws and bylaws that ensure this
history remains visible for perpetuity.
In recent years, the Robbins House has led a third revolution: making Black history visible. In
partnership with the town, the National Park Service, and other stakeholders, the Robbins House
has created a museum, added signage in the cemetery (for Peter Hutchinson) and the town forest
(for Brister Freeman), and offers visitors a free map of a self-guided walking tour of important
sites in the town’s Black history.
Still, there is more work to do in Concord before this third revolution can be declared won.
Concord was the home of George Washington Dugan, a man whose very name proves his
Concord parents’ patriotism even despite having been born into slavery. George Washington
Dugan would grow up to play a pivotal role in our nation’s history.
Those who have seen the film Glory or who have stopped near Boston Common to gaze on
Augustus Saint-Gaudens’ powerful Memorial to Robert Gould Shaw and the Massachusetts
Fifty-Fourth Regiment know the sacrifice made by the Black men who fought in the Civil War in
an effort to end Southern slavery and, importantly, to prove their right to American citizenship.
Concord son George Washington Dugan enlisted and was one of the three hundred described
here in words from the National Gallery of Art, which owns a plaster version of the SaintGaudens’ memorial:
On the evening of July 18, 1863, the 54th Massachusetts led the assault upon the
nearly impenetrable earthworks of Fort Wagner, which guarded access to the port of
Charleston, South Carolina. Shaw, at the front of the charge, was one of the first to
die. Of the approximately 600 men of the 54th who participated, nearly 300 were
captured, declared missing, or died from wounds they received that day. The
steadfastness and bravery of the 54th were widely reported, providing a powerful

rallying point for African Americans who had longed for the chance to fight for the
emancipation of their race.
A grant for the maintenance of and addition of a plaque to Concord’s Civil War Monument
would mean that future generations have an opportunity to learn of Dugan’s sacrifice and its
world-changing effects.
As Harvard University and other institutions, towns, and cities grapple with their slavery history
and how to make amends, the town of Concord has an opportunity to continue to lead the way in
making clear the truth of our nation’s complicated history and its legacies. Concord was a town
in which people were enslaved for 150 years. Concord was also a town in which the enslaved,
the formerly enslaved, and their children made important contributions in the ongoing fight for a
capacious democracy. To deny the latter fact is to continue to erase the former atrocity.
I support this Community Preservation Act Project Application wholeheartedly and without any
reservations.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Elise Lemire, PhD
Professor of Literature
Purchase College, The State University of New York

